SALESFORCE SUSTAINABILITY CLOUD

Take Climate Action to Help the World Achieve
Carbon Neutrality
Track, analyze and report investor grade carbon emissions data to unlock strategic
environmental initiatives
Salesforce Sustainability Cloud enables businesses to quickly track, analyze and report reliable environmental data
to help them reduce their carbon emissions. A company’s carbon footprint data is visualized in dynamic reports
and dashboards—both for audit purposes and for executive engagement—with insights that empower businesses
to drive climate action programs at scale.
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Speeding carbon accounting from
six months to six weeks
Today, businesses often struggle to accurately
report on their carbon emissions. This process
is cumbersome and can take many months.
The challenge of dealing with multiple thirdparty systems, no single source of truth, and no
way to make actionable insights can slow down
sustainability professionals.
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Use Cases
SIMPLIFY CARBON DATA COLLECTION

DRIVE ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

Well-designed data collection fields and automatic

Salesforce Sustainability Cloud leverages the power of

calculations simplify a complex accounting problem

the Lighting Platform to provide users with deep insights
on carbon emissions patterns across their company.

USE REFERENCE DATASETS
The app is pre-loaded with multiple reference data sources

EXECUTIVE-READY DASHBOARDS

from the U.S. EPA, DEFRA, IPCC reports and many others.

Drive insights to executives about corporate energy

These data sources, which can take weeks to collect
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and process for use in spreadsheets, are collected and

to reduce emissions.

contained in one place.

Features
• Carbon Accounting of Scope 1, 2 and 3

• Renewable Energy Allocation Tracking

• Full Global Reference Dataset

• Energy and Emissions Variance Tracking

• Automatic Data Quality Controls

• Built-in Reports and Dashboards

GET STARTED WITH SALESFORCE SUSTAINABILITY
CLOUD TODAY!

CONTACT

Start your path to a more sustainable future.

LEARN MORE

Contact your AE to learn
more at 1-800-667-6389.
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